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Abstract
Apolitical contradictions in the United States have largely been reduced to policy issues in
the last century. A shift in partisanship has seemed unlikely with each new administration.
As a result, crises have compounded social, racial, and economic classes, forcing them to
conduct insurgencies against the establishment. These insurgencies frequently take place in
historically significant spaces, after which become post-conflict landscapes. These landscapes
are representative of a larger social disorder glossed over by nostalgia in an American
memory.
The National Mall is a post-conflict landscape troubled by its perception as a hallowed ground
of nonpartisan sociopolitical relationships. A controversial history infuses the dialogue
surrounding national park design, monumentality, and urban conflict. The Expansion Plan
functions like previous, historic master plans providing a remedial framework for the next
century of design. Monumentality now reckons with uncomfortable topics and celebrates
forgotten figures. The Mall becomes a democratic and educational space informed by
historiography, analysis of existing conditions, and responses to post-politicization. It looks
beyond partisanship and nostalgia to envision a retrospective space accepting of the nation’s
past and its people.
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Process Analysis Statement
Introduction
In 1782, Congress approved the use of the Latin phrase E pluribus unum (“Out of many, one”)
on the Great Seal of the United States. While the nation’s official motto was made “In God
We Trust” in 1956, the Latin phrase remains part of our nation’s tradition. It was embraced
by the thirteen colonies as a moniker of their experiment for one nation in the wake of the
American War for Independence. Oneness became integral to American identity. Thereafter,
the idea of the United States as a melting pot has impacted the nation’s rich immigrant
history. People of color and other minorities have fought against this assimilation process.
These struggles manifest in public spaces, a territorial matter over control. The National
Mall is one of those spaces whose history seems enchanted. The necropolis of monuments to
men and war enshrines an American patriotism in the heart of the nation’s capital. Nathan
Glazer, former professor of sociology at University of California, Berkley, wrote that “the
creation of the present-day Mall was and is a remarkable demonstration of how a pluralist
democracy can plan and build,” without explicit direction from a higher elected authority.1
Designers built the Mall, the monuments, and a collective memory in this space. Hundreds
of thousands of school children take a pilgrimage to the Mall every year. It represents
democratic ideals, serving as a spine for branches of government, federal agencies, and
legislative bodies.
The Mall is not free of its past though. Dr. Brandi Thompson Summers, professor of
geography at Berkley, wrote: “How the past is constructed tells us a great deal about an
idealized present and future.”2 That present, according to Erik Swyngedouw, professor of
geography at Manchester University, is a period of violent protests and riots he calls postpoliticization.3 Stiff exercises of power to maintain the status quo have been met in recent
times with resistance from an intersection of race and class. Swyngedouw called protestors
at this intersection “insurgent architects” exposing disparaging wrongs and inequalities.4 He
referenced the 2011 Occupy Movement, but it can apply to all protestors at any time. They
have rebuilt spaces and laid claim to public squares, sidewalks, and parks. Protestors
exercised their anger about a status quo that has increasingly favored the one and not the
many. Race and class are two factors, but a third could be added – police brutality.
Swyngedouw identifies militarized law enforcement as one of the chief irregularities
saturating post-politicization. As the status quo crumbles, and those in power fight to

Nathan Glazer, “Introduction,” in The National Mall: Rethinking Washington’s Monumental Core, ed. James F. Cooper and
Nathan Glazer (New York: Newington-Cropsey Cultural Studies Center, 2008), 4.
2 Brandi Thompson Summers, Black in Place: The Spatial Aesthetics of Race in a Post-Chocolate City, (Chapel Hill: The
University of North Carolina Press, 2019), 87.
3 A process in which apolitical contradictions are reduced to policy problems and an actual transformation of the prevailing
political order seems ever more unlikely. As a result, crises compound the social classes and force them to conduct
insurgencies against the establishment. For many political theorists like Swyngedouw and Žižek have identified the U.S.’s
current post-democratic government as in a stage of post-politicization. Erik Swyngedouw, “The Velvet Violence of Insurgent
Architects,” LA+ Interdisciplinary Journal of Landscape Architecture 03 (2016): 27
4 Insurgent architects are defined by Swyngedouw as a heterogenous group of gatherers that express discontent with the
existing environment and assemble to experiment with and prefigure new democratizing urban public spaces.
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maintain it, they depend on force. Protests are a tipping point, and insurgent architects are
the force applied. As a single statement, “the political is…always disruptive.”5
The political has certainly disrupted the Mall, and it began with collective memory and
nostalgia. Dr. Thompson Summers calls nostalgia a negation of painful memories. By
association, collective memory is a devotional remembrance to temper nostalgia, a narrative
opposed to alternative memory or truths.6 For example, Confederate monuments were raised
across the United States as a pushback to Reconstruction and civil rights. They were
tolerated for a time, but now, organizations encourage municipalities to remove the
monuments. A largely white majority raises a cry of protest though. They call it erasure of
history, others call it historic revisionism, and a stalemate occurs. Similarly, the National
Mall has monuments and memorials that evoke nostalgia more than truth. Its narrative
glorifies war and American heroes.
Many view Washington and the National Mall as hallowed ground free of unrest, though this
has hardly been the case. Dr. Thompson Summers wrote about riots in Washington after Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.’s assassination in 1968. There was a misconception that the city was
riot-proof because of its strong Black middle class and federal protection.7 That misconception
continues today, fed more by an anti-terror narrative than one of class unity. This same
reasoning extends to the National Mall. It has not been seen as a space to reckon with
controversy and disruption. The 1901 Senate Park Commission’s model of sober Rome – the
centennial framework for the Mall – looks more like the fall of Rome.8 Neoclassical and
modernist monuments have grown tired. Kirk Savage, associate professor and chair of the
Department of Art and Architecture at University of Pittsburgh, wrote in his book Monument
Wars that monuments “offer an anachronistic experience: a face-to-face encounter in a
specially valued place set aside for collective gathering.”9 The Mall exists in a bubble, popped
occasionally by protests in a political crucible which bristles with barricades, barbicans, and
brutality as the mob comes calling. It weathers the fight, peeks across the landscape, and
returns once more to sober Rome.
The National Mall Expansion Plan for Washington, D.C. is written in three parts. The first
part – Hallowed Ground – is dedicated to understanding the four historic master plans that
preceded this project. It digs into design decisions, historical context, and overall reception
which hallowed the National Mall in memory. The second part – Post-conflict Landscape –
explores other entities related to post-politicization. There are several historic events,
moments, and monuments that have impacted sociopolitical relationships. The final part –
National Park – is informed by this research and responds to it with solutions. It covers
analysis, concepts, and design that allow the Mall to expand.

Ibid, 29.
Thompson Summers, Black in Place, 88.
7 In the end though, Washington had more riots than any other city in the U.S. Ibid, 35.
8 Kirk Savage, Monument Wars: Washington, D.C., the National Mall, and the Transformation of the Memorial Landscape,
(Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2009), 3, 5.
9 Ibid, 4.
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Hallowed Ground
The L’Enfant Plant of 1791
French urban planner Pierre Charles L’Enfant (b. 1754) moved to the thirteen revolutionary
colonies in 1777. He quickly volunteered for service in the American War of Independence
(1775-83) and served at Valley Forge. After the Treaty of York and the subsequent
ratification of the Constitution, L’Enfant was invited in 1791 by President George
Washington to create a plan for the new capital city on the Potomac River. He was dismissed
in 1792, but his plan became the basis for the development of Washington, D.C.
Though the revolution had been won by the time the district was planned, the French
Revolution (1789-99) was in full swing. Steve Basson, associate professor of architectural
history and theory at Curtin University School of Design, wrote an article concerning the
violent nature of revolution. The American Revolution was for the most part a linear
progression. A series of grievances sparked rebellion, party lines were drawn, and the
colonists defeated the British. The French Revolution was a series of micro-revolutions
toppling one institution after the other. The famed revolutionary, Maximilien Robespierre,
called this a natural progression of democracy.10 These monarchies were experiencing their
own post-politicization as revolutions attempted to justify a political system. Robespierre
might have capitalized on the drama of insurgency, but he neglected to see his use of the
guillotine as a form of tyranny. Basson’s article draws a connection through history between
the tyranny at the Place de la Concorde in revolutionary France to public spaces in the postpoliticized United States. In both nations, democratic gatherings devolved into violent
demonstrations against some established entity.
As beheadings occurred in France’s public squares, Americans were actively selling slaves in
their public spaces including the National Mall. In the eighteenth century, 7th Street housed
a slave market blocks from the Capitol.11 Today, the National Gallery of Art and National
Air and Space Museum sit where humans were once sold. It is a shocking juxtaposition, but
slavery in the United States was an aristocratic expression of power.12 It makes sense that
the despotic trade would occur in Washington. It speaks also to the tyrannical nature of
public space similar to the Place de la Concorde.13 Basson writes that a connection exists
between public space and civil liberties (or the lack thereof).14 Other tyrannical expressions
of power in a public realm have occurred across the globe.15 “The design of squares assists
the pageantry and propaganda of tyranny along with the ease of troop and tank
deployments,” Basson writes.16 Malcolm Miles, professor of cultural theory at University of
Plymouth, agrees with him, writing that a bourgeois perception of public space as free ignores
the open displays of power present in them.17 That perception creates hallowed ground, a

Steve Basson, “Blood on the Square,” LA+ Interdisciplinary Journal of Landscape Architecture 03 (2016), 8.
Savage, Monument Wars, 46.
12 Ibid, 44.
13 Ibid.
14 Basson, “Blood on the Square,” 9.
15 For example, the Third Reich displayed Nazi propaganda in Berlin’s public squares. The former Soviet Union and presently,
North Korea, use their public squares for military parades. In 2020, many public streets and spaces became hotbeds of civil
unrest and police brutality during the wave of Black Lives Matter protests.
16 Ibid, 12.
17 Malcolm Miles, “After the Public Realm: Spaces of Representation, Transition and Plurality,” International Journal of Art &
Design Education 19, no. 3 (2000), 1156.
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stagnant space that seeks to maintain an “immutable expression” of civil liberty in the face
of obvious disenfranchisement.18
The L’Enfant Plan is an example of how public space serves this dual nature. What emerged
was a gridiron sliced open by boulevards meeting in circular plazas, a perfect example of
French urban-garden styles and Roman fora. Republican Rome and revolutionary France are
both examples of governments that understood the dual nature of tyranny and democracy.
L’Enfant’s design intent was to make power transparent. 19 He made a concerted effort to
secure the capital from occupation. Long boulevards and parkland allowed for cannonades,
charging cavalry, and battalions of marching soldiers to protect Washington from an
insurrection. He designed counterinsurgency tactics so as not to repeat the colonial
revolution.
These tactics formed the National Mall, a green axis connecting the Capitol grounds to the
presidential mansion. It not only leveled native ecology through brute physical force but
created impressive sight lines between two pillars of government. 20 It was battleground,
parkland, and commercial area. While some scholars insist that the L’Enfant Plan was never
meant to be read as a counterinsurgency measure, it is an effective model.21 That a
Frenchman who had fought in the American Revolution might have been inspired by the
revolutions happening in his native land is not an unjust leap.
One of the hallmarks of this revolutionary period is destruction. The National Mall and the
Place de la Concorde serves as twin examples of the duality of public space. The Bastille and
the early Washington Monument are twin examples of monumental destruction. Demolition
on the prison fortress began on July 14, 1789, primarily with architectural crews attacking
the foundations. The Hôtel de Ville of Paris permitted the destruction because it marked a
sociopolitical shift.22 Out with the old and in with the new.
Keith Bresnahan, assistant professor of design history and theory at OCAD University,
followed the “complex program of manipulation and representation surrounding
[monumental destruction]” at the Bastille.23 Those in power wanted erasure, but the common
people wanted to remember their revolution. They understood the power of objects,
allegorical images, and political participation.24 Miniatures of the Bastille made from the
fallen stone were sold across France.25 These little monuments preserved a collective memory
of the Bastille’s destruction.26
In a similar way, though without demolition crews, early designs of the Washington
Monument reflected this need to memorialize revolution. L’Enfant had proposed an
equestrian statue at the western bank of the Mall, a crown siting on Washington’s head.
Monarchists already wanted to make the president into a king, but republicans objected to
Steve Basson, “’Oh, Comrade! What Times Those Were!’ History, Capital Punishment and the Urban Square,” American
Literary History 27 (2015), 1149.
19 Miles, “After the Public Realm,” 254.
20 Savage, Monument Wars, 35.
21 The goal of territorial occupation is to cover a large area with minimal resources quickly and effectively. Ibid, 30.
22 Ibid, 59.
23 Ibid.
24 Ibid, 64.
25 Ibid, 65.
26 Ibid, 69.
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this design. Once L’Enfant was dismissed from the planning project, the equestrian model
was replaced with an Egyptian mausoleum. It evoked divine kingship, and as Savage noted,
“apotheosized [Washington] in a cult setting.”27 While more symbolic than the Bastille
miniatures, the early Washington Monument set a precedent for military monuments on the
Mall.

The Downing Plan of 1850
The L’Enfant Plan’s urban fabric came to fruition, but its parks system did not. After
L’Enfant’s dismissal, the National Mall was “a polyglot place…of leisure zones offering
meandering walks amid well-tended groves and gardens fringed by…” a clutter of commercial
and residential uses.28 It looked nothing like a great lawn, but rather, an undeveloped parcel
in the midst of the nation’s capital.
In 1850, President Millard Filmore asked Andrew Jackson Downing (d. 1852), a
horticulturalist and writer, to create a landscape design plan to restore this space. Downing
despised the L’Enfant Plan, calling it “an expression of power…” and for that very reason,
“[it] pandered to the popular thirst for conquest.”29 He rejected the L’Enfant Plan’s Baroque
French garden style and embraced instead the placid English garden style. He changed the
Mall’s boundary, stretching it from the South Lawn of the White House to the grounds of the
Capitol. As people moved through the new Mall, they would experience each garden in full
bloom.30 Downing created several points of enclosure and exposure in his designs. It
contrasted the open-plan nature of the Federal City.
L’Enfant’s equestrian king and Congress’ Egyptian pyramid never memorialized the first
president. Instead, in 1845, architectural engineer Robert Mills (d. 1855) designed the final
Washington Monument. Today, an obelisk nearly 600 feet tall pierces the skyline, but Mills
had also proposed a Doric-colonnaded base with a monarchal statue of President
Washington.31 Again, conservative designers curled their noses at the kingly representation,
but Congress approved the plans in 1849. Newspapers called the Washington Monument a
“monumental core.” 32 The core took a while to develop though. In 1861, a white stub sat in
the center of the Mall. Construction had halted, Downing’s plan remained on paper, and the
nation engaged in a civil war.
Shortly before the Battle of Fort Sumter in 1861, Frederick Law Olmsted passed through
Washington on a return trip from the South. He lamented the derelict state of the Mall,
calling it “a hodgepodge” of various federal uses.33 The Mall began to fracture as businesses,
residences, and the government parceled it away. There was little evidence of a monumental
core, and after the war, the Republican Party called for the Washington Monument’s removal.
In their eyes, “‘the greatest monument to [President Washington was] the union and
prosperity of the States.’”34

Ibid, 40-41.
Ibid, 64.
29 Ibid, 72.
30 Ibid, 73.
31 Ibid, 55.
32 Ibid, 59.
33 Ibid, 75.
34 From Leslie’s Illustrated (c. 1876). Ibid, 112.
27
28
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Since the monument was unfinished, other designers submitted more ostentatious designs.35
Congress, desperate to prove it could continue to function even after a civil war, took control
of the project in 1876. They commissioned Colonel Thomas Lincoln Casey (b. 1831) of the
Army Corps of Engineers to finish the project. He shouldered the monumental task of
erecting the tallest structure in the world. When it was finished in 1885, the Washington
Monument housed a steam-powered elevator in its core. On the outside, a blank face of
marble, granite, and bluestone gneiss created a white dagger that cut through the sky. It
became a technocratic marvel of engineering and American progress.36

The 1901 Senate Park Plan
Since the L’Enfant and Downing Plans had never been wholly constructed, the Mall
continued to naturally evolve with the growth of the city. The white faces of the Capitol,
White House, and Washington Monument glittered amongst the native trees, early
Smithsonian buildings, and pocket parks. There was no singular aesthetic but a popularism
defined by the people. That ended in 1901.
Senator James McMillan (1889-1902), a Republican businessman and railroad tycoon,
chaired the Senate Park Commission charged with redesigning the National Mall. He invited
the best designers in the nation to work on this project: architect Daniel Burnham (b. 1846),
best known for his work on the World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago; architect Charles
Follen McKim (b. 1847), a student of the Beaux-Arts in Paris; and landscape architect
Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr. (b. 1870), progeny of his famous father.
Together “the McMillan Commission,” as it became known, conquered the Mall. 37
Construction crews cleared one-square-mile of land, uprooting every existing tree and
demolishing any existing structures. In their place emerged a plan for a monoculture of
evergreens and white buildings. The proposal was impressive. At the steps of the Capitol,
Union Square would unfold as a public plaza filled with monuments to Union heroes. It would
stop at the Smithsonian campus. Olmsted trimmed the rectangular lawn the Mall had
become creating a tapis vert of turf and bosques of elms.38 Burnham and McKim proposed
white palaces flanking this space, running in a single avenue to a green space around the
Washington Monument. Additional formal gardens created an imperial court that would
spread north to the White House and south to an artificial tidal basin. More monuments
would inundate this space. A reflecting pool and memorial to President Lincoln would sit
west of the Washington Monument. 39 Completed in 1922, the Lincoln Memorial and
reflecting pool became less about the commission’s ideas of power and more about peace. 40

William Westmore Story proposed a Gothic Italian clocktower and Arthur Matthews called for a Beaux Arts tower of
ornamental splendor. Ibid, 115.
36 Ibid, 117, 124.
37 Ibid, 152.
38 Michael J. Lewis, “The Idea of the American Mall,” in The National Mall: Rethinking Washington’s Monumental Core, ed.
James F. Cooper and Nathan Glazer (New York: Newington-Cropsey Cultural Studies Center, 2008), 51.
39 Savage, Monument Wars, 154-6.
40 Edith L. B. Turner wrote about the positive impact the Lincoln Memorial had on the Mall. It memorialized the emancipator
more than the president. An enormous inscription of the Gettysburg Address was carved inside. It elicited an emotional
response and evoked the moral struggle subjected to Lincoln. “The People’s Home Ground,” in The National Mall: Rethinking
Washington’s Monumental Core, ed. James F. Cooper and Nathan Glazer (New York: Newington-Cropsey Cultural Studies
Center, 2008), 70.
35
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Savage called the Senate Park Plan “the rape of the Mall.” 41 Even as construction began,
peers opposed this model of sober Rome. The U.S. Department of Agriculture waged a legal
battle against the commission’s desire to remove the existing Botanic Gardens to make room
for Union Square.42 Women’s groups lobbied to protest the masculine power of straight lines,
white stone, and monocultures.43 The commission pressed on though. It proposed a hallowed
ground of eternal truth.44 All of the proposed monuments aggrandized a Northern victory in
the Civil War and monarchized Presidents Lincoln and Grant.45 These memorials looked like
imperial temples straight from the cities of the Roman Empire. Everything was pristine,
orderly, and fashionable – an authoritarian court of American power. While it was not
adopted in its entirety, the Senate Park Plan became the only constructed blueprint for the
National Mall.

The Post-9/11 Mall
Over the next century, the Senate Park Plan replaced the native ecology of the Mall. Parkland
west of the Washington Monument birthed the Lincoln Memorial and reflecting pool, the
Smithsonian grew in number, and the Tidal Basin provided an aquatic experience south of
the Mall. In that time, two world wars, a cold war, a nuclear arms race, conflicts in Southeast
Asia, and political turmoil plagued the United States. In that time, legislation transformed
the Mall too. The Commemorative Works Act of 1986 required congressional approval for
new monuments, politicizing design. 46 In 2003, the Mall was officially bounded between the
Capitol, Lincoln Memorial, White House, and Jefferson Memorial.47 The Legacy Plan of 1997
proposed re-centering the monumental core at the Capitol and expanding along the Capitol
Streets.48 Again, this legislation failed to leave Congress and be constructed. The
Monumental Core Framework Plan of 2009 introduced qualities of the Mall to the city and
integrated the city’s vitality into adjacent precincts.49 Developed in conjunction with the
design office AECOM, the U.S. Commission of Fine Arts, and the National Capital Planning
Commission, the plan focused on more than parkland. It encompassed the entire District of
Columbia.50
Almost 74 percent of the open space in Washington is federally designated land, most of this
devoted to the National Mall.51 Somehow though, these pieces have become trophies in a tugof-war between various departments in the Federal City. National Mall Coalition Chair and
President Judy Scott Feldman wrote: “The Mall seems less guided by a vision than by a
Savage, Monument Wars, 188.
Ibid, 179.
43 Ibid, 188.
44 Ibid, 175.
45 Ibid, 170.
46 Even with this legislation, a handful of monuments filled the Mall over the next thirty years. Judy Scott Feldman, “Turning
Point: The Problematics of Building on the Mall Today,” in The National Mall: Rethinking Washington’s Monumental Core,
ed. James F. Cooper and Nathan Glazer (New York: Newington-Cropsey Cultural Studies Center, 2008), 146.
47 The Commemorative Works Clarification and Revision Act of 2003 stipulated that the National Mall Proper was the area
between 1st and 14th Streets; the Washington Monument grounds laid between 14th and 17th Streets; the White House and
Ellipse were between 15th and 17th Streets, north of Constitution Avenue; and West Potomac Park encompassed the Lincoln
Memorial and the expanse of parkland along the Potomac River. Ibid, 151.
48 The Legacy Plan falls under the National Capital Planning Commission’s oversight. Gallagher, “Planning beyond,” 166. In
2000, a Joint Memorials Task Force stepped in to provide direction for any new monuments. The stated: “The great cross-axis
of the Mall forms one of the world’s premier examples of civic art, which itself is a monument to democracy.” See 167.
49 National Capital Planning Commission, Monumental Core Framework Plan: Connecting New Destinations with the
National Mall, ed. National Capitol Planning Commission and U.S. Commission of Fine Arts (Washington: NCPC, 2009.), 1.
50 Scott Feldman, “Turning Point,” 170.
51 NCPC, Monumental Core Framework Plan, 10.
41
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capitulation to political expediency and anti-terrorism.” 52 In her eyes, the National Parks
Service and Senate Park Commission are at fault, the former for seeing the Mall as a theme
park and the latter for seeing it as a chessboard. 53
It is a clever tactic. The Mall, like any public space, has become a socio-political stage.54
L’Enfant had wanted to prevent counterinsurgency. Now protests enflame the Mall with each
crisis. Downing had emphasized movement in his designs. Now close-captioned cameras
monitor every move in the Mall. The Senate Park Plan admired imperialism. Now law
enforcement functions like a praetorian guard for those in power. Legislation in the
twentieth- and twenty-first centuries proposed re-centering the monumental core on the
Capitol. The Washington Monument still serves as that center, “[an] arrogant…symbol for a
government that no longer serve[s] the interests of ordinary people but cater[s] to
the…wealth of…corporations,” in Savage’s scathing words.55 The status quo has never
changed, but instead evolves with the times just like the Mall.
The next part of this design proposal details how the Mall’s perception has stagnated progress
and led to its transformation from hallowed ground to a post-conflict landscape. It begins to
address the necessary expansion and design solutions that can return to the original
populism of the Mall before the Senate Park Plan. It highlights case studies into this geoand sociopolitical design theory that build on conclusions from the Mall’s inception.

Scott Feldman, “Turning Point,” 136.
Patricia E. Gallagher, “Planning beyond the Monumental Core,” in The National Mall: Rethinking Washington’s
Monumental Core, ed. James F. Cooper and Nathan Glazer (New York: Newington-Cropsey Cultural Studies Center, 2008),
158.
54 Ibid.
55 For a time, the Washington Monument was the tallest built structure in the world. The Eiffel Tower in Paris eclipsed the
monument in 1890. Ibid, 140.
52
53
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Post-conflict Landscape
As identified earlier, post-politicization leads to a series of events that spark insurgency and
unrest. These often play out on hallowed ground, symbolic spaces with cultural importance
to the collective memory of a sovereign state. Four historic master plans have emphasized
the hallowed nature of the National Mall. Numerous crises and insurgencies have occurred
in this space because of this perception. However, extremely disruptive events in the twentyfirst century reinforced the Mall’s additional nature as a post-conflict landscape. While these
events certainly shaped this project and served as an impetus, the deeply politicized nature
of the Trump Administration cannot stand apart from other moments in history. The
following section outlines the purge of Lafayette Square, the attempted coup of the Capitol,
other post-conflict landscapes, and monumental case studies directly impacting post-conflict
spaces.

June 1, 2020
On May 25, George Floyd was killed by Minneapolis police officers during an arrest for
alleged counterfeit. By-standers caught on camera an officer kneeling on Floyd’s neck until
he asphyxiated. Overnight, protests, some devolving into riots and violent demonstrations,
surged across the city to protest police brutality. Over the next few months, every major city
in the United States and in some parts of the world protested for Black Lives Matter. The
movement quickly became political, exacerbated by a poor national response to the COVID19 pandemic. In Louisville, Kentucky, protestors angered over the wrongful death of Breonna
Taylor by municipal police faced armed, right-wing insurgents that summer.56 In Portland,
Oregon, anti-fascists suffered through a federal occupation of parts of the city after successive
rioting.57
Washington also had a wave of protests and riots, especially after legislators were slow to
respond to the crisis. The usual securitization happened – barricades, increased police
presence, and closed streets. Something different happened on June 1. Hundreds of
protestors had gathered outside of the White House’s north gates in and around Lafayette
Square. To use terminology from Erik Swyngedouw again, these insurgent architects
suddenly found themselves facing riot police, tear gas, and rubber bullets. In the subsequent
hours, Lafayette Square and the adjacent streets were purged of protestors.
Washington National Guard Major Adam DeMarco, a liaison between the Guard and U.S.
Park Police, reported that federal officials began to stockpile weapons and requested
advanced urban warfare devices. According to Major DeMarco, “7,000 rounds of ammunition”
were deposited in the Washington Armory and officers searched for “a microwave-like
weapon called the Active Denial System,” known for causing nerve damage.58 To the public’s
WLKY, May 31, 2020, https://www.wlky.com/article/protesters-gather-in-downtown-louisville-calling-for-justice-in-breonnataylor-case-1590786860-1590915088/32721601#
57 KOIN, December 31, 2020, https://www.koin.com/news/protests/portland-protests-what-happened-in-2020-whats-next-in2021/
58 This is not the first time such equipment has been requested. It was used in Afghanistan and Iraq during the war, and the
Trump Administration had requested similar equipment forICE at the U.S.-Mexico Border. Marissa J. Lang, “Federal officials
stockpiled munitions, sought ‘heat ray’ device before clearing Lafayette Square, whistleblower says,” The Washington Post,
September 17, 2020, https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/dc-protest-lafayette-square/2020/09/16/ca0174e4-f788-11ea-89e34b9efa36dc64_story.html
56
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relief, the Pentagon refused to hand over such devices, claiming they had none at hand. Once
cleared, President Donald Trump and his staff crossed the street for a photo-op in front of St.
John’s Episcopal Church. The photo of the president clutching a Bible set a dark tone against
the authoritarian push law enforcement had made against the public.
The Washington Post published a diatribe against the president’s actions. Reporter Rick
Noack complained that the barricades reminded him all too well of constructions outside the
Kremlin, one authoritarian regime mimicking another.59 Gina Ford, American landscape
architect and co-founder of Agency Landscape Planning, stated that many Americans should
be concerned if riot police, barricaded public spaces, and terror become the new status quo.60
Major DeMarco left Lafayette Square disturbed. Having served in combat, he commented he
never felt threatened by the protestors outside of the White House.61 It was, by all accounts,
a freedom of assembly shutdown by instruments of oppression.
Nothing could have prepared the city for what occurred six months later.

January 6, 2021
After former Vice President Joe Biden’s projected victory over President Trump in the
election, a crucible grew in the nation’s capital. Planned in online forums over several
months, the president’s supporters gathered on the Mall. Several extremist groups like the
Proud Boys infected this assembly. A joint session of Congress had convened to count the
electoral ballots to certify once-and-for-all that Vice President Biden had won the election.
Around noon on January 6, President Trump stepped out of the White House to speak to his
supporters. “‘You have to show your strength,’” the president stated, and his supporters
turned east for the U.S. Capitol.62 Political scientists call what happened next an autogolpe,
or “self-coup.”63
The mob joined with another set of protestors already at the Capitol, which was loosely
protected since preparations were already underway for the Inauguration. That afternoon,
the mob assaulted Capitol police, breached the outer barricades, and flooded the West Front
of the Capitol. Additional law enforcement arrived to strengthen the defenses. In no time
though, the East Front of the Capitol was completely breached. Internet live streams
captured the moment law enforcement removed barricades and the mob surged into the
Capitol. All the while, the joint session continued oblivious to the threat now doors away from
their presence. A live feed from inside of the Senate chamber captured the moment at 2:13
p.m. that a recess was called.

Former Russian President Vladimir Putin restricted protests through legislation and blocked off the Red Square outside of
the Kremlin through much of the late-twentieth and early-twenty-first centuries. These measures protected his corrupt
government from hordes of protesting citizens. Rick Noack, “How the clearing of Lafayette Square made the White House look
a bit more like the Kremlin,” The Washington Post, June 11, 2020, https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2020/06/11/howclearing-lafay...remlin/?utm_medium=social&utm_source=twitter&utm_campaign=wp_main
60 Ford went on to explain that the purge of Lafayette Square could serve as a template for further protest suppression across
the U.S. Ibid.
61 Ibid.
62 Lauren Leatherby, Arielle Ray, Anjali Singhvi, Christiaan Triebert, Derek Watkins, and Haley Willis, “How a Presidential
Rally,” The New York Times, January 12, 2021, https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/01/12/us/capitol-mob-timeline.html
63 John Polga-Hecimovich, a political scientist at the U.S. Naval Academy, and Fiona Hill, a former presidential aide, both
called the insurrection at the U.S. Capitol a “self-coup.” Christopher Ingraham, “How experts define,” The Washington Post,
January 13, 2021, https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2021/01/13/autogolpe-self-coup-capitol/
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Media outlets and live streams captured shocking moments as the mob scaled the Capitol’s
exterior, smashed through windows, busted down doors, and assaulted law enforcement. A
handful of lawmakers were trapped in their chambers, gas masks covering their faces. Mobs
advanced on the nearby office buildings, many individuals posing with loot, notably Speaker
Pelosi’s podium and mail. Few wore masks. Even more proudly hollered their names and
allegiances for the world to see.64 Shouts of “Hang Pence!” were heard on several live streams.
Gallows were also erected outside of the Capitol.65 Several alt-right groups were flagged by
the FBI for attempting to kidnap or assassinate members of Congress.66 While the mob
eventually dissipated, the ballots were counted, and insurrectionists were arrested, the mood
shifted. The National Guard remained through the Inauguration. The normal celebrations
were postponed due to the pandemic and online chatter that more attempts at overthrowing
the government were to come.
Political scientists concur that self-coups are only ever present in autocratic governments.
John Polga-Hecimovich stated: “’Autogolpes tend to occur in places where democracy is
already troubled or eroding; they generally don’t occur in well-performing, advanced liberal
democracies.’” Post-politicization had allowed for the disaster.

Post-conflict Gentrification
While it may seem that the events of 2020 were unprecedented, the truth is much more
daunting. Post-politicization has been saturating the United States for generations. 2020
happened to be an exacerbation. Basson and Swyngedouw would agree that public space
plays into these perceptions. The National Mall has transitioned from a hallowed ground of
monumentality to a post-conflict landscape more concerned with securitization than equity.
Monuments to men and war fail to reckon with the wrongs this country has committed. This
was once a dynamic space, one that vied with “the bitter world of money and power that
lurked at the edges…” according to Savage.67 In the last century though, the edges have
crumbled. Post-politicization is not isolated to the United States, nor is the National Mall the
only significant post-conflict landscape in the nation. One curious aspect of post-politicized
design is gentrification. The following case studies trace that thread through three postconflict landscapes.

The Irish Troubles
Rita Harkin, a research officer for the Ulster Architectural Heritage Society in Belfast,
Ireland, wrote about post-conflict urbanism after “the Troubles” (1968-98). These were a
series of violent clashes between Protestant unionists and Catholic nationalists for control of
politics in the country. Even after a cease-fire was called, a post-conflict landscape allowed
for Belfast’s public officials to seed further rebellion.68 Legislation impacting housing and
urban development scarred the rich historic city. “Out with the old” became the literal
paradigm of the government as acres of land were razed for redevelopment. Many buildings
Ibid.
Jim Bourg, Twitter Post, January 8, 2021, 10:01 a.m. https://twitter.com/jimbourg/status/1347559078831284227
66 These included the Three Percenters, the Oath Keepers, Proud boys, Texas Freedom Force, and other American Nazi and
Christo-fascist groups in the U.S. Jacylyn Diaz and Rachel Treisman, “Members of Right-Wing Militias,” NPR, January 19,
2021, https://www.npr.org/sections/insurrection-at-the-capitol/2021/01/19/958240531/members-of-right-wing-militiasextremist-groups-are-latest-charged-in-capitol-si
67 Ibid, 261.
68 Rita Harkin, “Anything Goes: Architectural destruction in Northern Ireland after ‘the Troubles’,” in Architecture and
Armed Conflict, ed. J.M. Mancini and Keith Bresnahan (New York: Routledge, 2015), 148.
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suffered from foundational ruin as a result. The rich cultural history of Belfast was replaced
with a political attempt at conformity.
Harkin noted how Protestant and Catholic neighborhoods contributed to post-conflict spatial
divisions.69 Separatist attacks on commercial structures led to harsh securitization measures.
70 Blighting affected whole districts, and underused budlings deteriorated. Harkin wrote that
the municipal government ignored “the importance of a high quality and distinctive built
environment to long-term economic prosperity,” adopting instead an “anything-goes”
piecemeal strategy.71 Anything deemed a slum – mostly historic wards of the city – were
demolished.72 The lots were gentrified with aggressive development to underprivilege
undesirable demographics.

The Arab Spring

While Belfast experienced direct gentrification as a means of controlling the citizenry, cities
in the Middle East experienced commodified gentrification. Nearly twenty years after the
Irish Troubles, thousands of people in the Middle East overthrew despotic regimes in the
2011 Arab Spring. Mona Abaza, visiting professor of Islamic studies at Lund University,
reported on the spring in Cairo, Egypt. Her fascination with the Arab Spring came from a
modern standpoint. Digital technology – live streams, satellite feed, and close-captioned
footage – chronicled the democratic revolutions in an unprecedented fashion. 73 She also
discovered an interesting twist to Cairo’s revolution. The walls of the major thoroughfare
Mohammed Mahmoud Street underwent fantastic transformations as artists covered the
stones in graffiti and authorities attempted to repaint the vandalism. It became a vicious
cycle of graphic memory and government erasure. Graffiti, afterall, is the truest form of
revolutionary art, and Abaza called it “the battle against…propaganda machinery”.74 Her
lament, though, comes from its commodification.
Revolutionary destruction was already explored in Bresnahan’s study of the Bastille
miniatures. While those were seen as a positive memory device, graffitied chunks of
Mohammed Mahmoud Street found themselves in less egalitarian hands. Those pieces were
commodified in modern art galleries across the globe, sold to the highest bidder. Abaza
sharply criticized this gentrification. What had once been a democratic expression of
frustration became an elitist trophy with a price placed on sacrifice, human loss, and tyranny.
Those pieces failed to contextualize the fierce class struggle that resulted in their creation.
The graffitied masonry – like many monuments on the National Mall – became hallowed
around a collective memory of the Arab Spring.

H Street Northeast Corridor

Dr. Thompson Summers wrote about Washington’s roots as a historically Black city in Black
in Place. For her, the District of Columbia is a Black space, and the Federal City is a white
space.75 This impacts her re-branding of Washington as a post-Chocolate City, a Black
Ibid, 150.
Ibid, 149.
71 Harkin blames several bureaus in Northern Ireland’s government, but ultimately, she laments that it has only been in the
21st century that officials have acknowledge their wrongs. Ibid, 152, 155.
72 Since government buildings are primary targets for insurgency groups, these buildings often suffered the most in Belfast’s
purge of neighborhoods. Ibid, 155, 158.
73 Mona Abaza, “Memory and Erasure,” LA+ Interdisciplinary Journal of Landscape Architecture 03 (2016), 34.
74 Arguments have been made in the same regards to graffiti placed on Confederate monuments across the nation. Ibid, 35.
75 Thompson Summers, Black in Place, xiii.
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metropolis that tackles gentrification and racial inequality. This is a culturally resonant term
which reaches beyond simple characterizations of majority-Black urban areas.76 Her issue is
with the commoditization of blackness – a symbol, signal, and identification of Black
aesthetic emplacement.77
Her case study was H Street Northeast, a commercial corridor for Black citizens until policy
in the late 20th century disparaged the area. Gentrification cosmopolitanized it in the twentyfirst century to make it more appealing to young white demographics. She identified
neoliberalism, advanced technology, and urban renewal movements as hallmarks of
gentrification.78 Ironically though, gentrification draws on the aestheticization of culture and
public space to make it successful to affluent demographics. In the case of H Street,
“Blackness [was] integral to the production of spaces.”79 Black designers and leaders
understood this. Instead of allying with them though, developers commodified them.
Diversity was used as a branding technique to differentiate it from sterile white
neighborhoods. This has become a popular trend in gentrification. It uses a “hipster” dialogue
that rises out of an anti-corporate narrative which values diverse community as an aesthetic.
It is a historical identity used to market neighborhoods, which Dr. Thompson Summers called
cultural placemaking.80
Kofi Boone, professor of landscape architecture and environmental planning at North
Carolina State University College of Design, wrote for Ground Up Magazine that Black
people are often perceived as low-income demographics that fail to attract investment to
transform livable spaces.81 Diversity is important, but not when it actually does more to
disparage Black communities than provide them the means to heal. Gentrification makes
Blackness palatable.82 Boone would add that the design profession is largely Eurocentric in
the United States. Black professionals fail to be seen by fellow designers and policymakers
in an equal light. Diversity in the hands of white institutions or even mixed-race
conversations offers private-sector solutions to social problems. In the case of H Street, Black
communities were marginalized in the very community they had built.
This project will need to understand how gentrification can ruin design intent. Belfast’s
historic neighborhoods were razed for commercial redevelopment, to create oneness among
the classes. Artistic expression in Cairo was commodified by capitalist markets and sold for
aesthetic. Similarly, H Street was aestheticized by white people who adopted Blackness but
refused to accept Black people. In order for the National Mall to break its hallowed traditions
and become a space for all people, understanding users and design strategies will be of the
utmost importance.
Monumental Case Studies
Monumentality can shape how a post-conflict landscape is perceived. Often times,
monuments are placed in important public spaces. They become landmarks for insurgencies
Ibid, xii.
Ibid, 3.
78 Ibid, 15.
79 Ibid, 21.
80 Ibid, 65.
81 Kofi Boone, “Black Landscapes Matter,” Ground Up Journal of the Department of Landscape Architecture and
Environmental Planning 9 (2017), 15
82 Thompson Summers, Black in Place, 67.
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to gather around and express their grievances. The following monumental case studies are
centered around historic erasure, revisionism, and controversial design. They have an
immediate impact on design today, many of them having been caught in the nets of the media
and subjected to scrutiny. They force difficult conversations not only about design, but about
historical representation.

War Memorials

The National Mall has already been identified as a necropolis to the United States’ military
enterprises. The nation’s collective memory about war is usually patriotic. Nearly every
American city has a veteran’s memorial in a public plaza. The nation’s war history is more
complex though. The following war memorials highlight design strategies in how war is
remembered.
The first monument is the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. Its design competition had three
simple criteria: list the dead, avoid political interpretations, and harmonize the design with
the Mall’s settings.83 American architect Maya Lin’s winning design proposed two reflecting
granite walls jointed at an oblique angle and sunk below grade. 84 Visitors could approach
across a turf lawn, though the final site completed in 1982 had them approach from either
wing. Lin also submitted the following project statement: “‘Brought to a sharp awareness of
such a loss, it is up to each individual to resolve or come to terms with this loss. For death is
in the end a personal and private matter, and the area contained within this memorial is a
quiet place, meant for personal reflection and private reckoning.’”85
The Vietnam War (1955-75) was once the longest war in United States history. Scores of
antiwar protests flooded the Mall in response to the nation’s continued imperialism in
Southeast Asia. Creating a memorial for this controversial conflict proved to be a challenge,
but Lin emerged victorious. The wall was the first war memorial to list every dead solider,
thereby making it a victim monument or counter-monument. 86 It negated traditional
monumentality and heroism.87 The memorial became a space for healing. It privatized
mourning in a public space and created an anti-didactic setting of introspection.88 Nathan
Glazer owed the memorial’s success to its lack of trademark, listing the dead by date of death,
and its silence in an urban fabric.89 Of course, partisans had complaints about the memorial’s
lack of politicization.90 And too, there are still those who feel the memorial does more to
victimize the fallen than remember them, raising questions about a type of death rather than
the timing of death. 91 No matter the argument though, the memorial certainly broke the
hallowed nature of the Mall if only for a moment. Though it avoided partisanship, it still
addressed the controversy around the war.

Savage, Monument Wars, 267.
Ibid, 270.
85 Ibid, 271.
86 Ibid, 266.
87 Ibid.
88 Ibid, 271-3.
89 Glazer, “Monuments, Modernism,” 130.
90 Savage, Monument Wars, 276.
91 For example, only those soldiers who died from hostilities or accidents in the combat zone are featured on the wall. Soldiers
who died from exposure to Agent Orange or from suicide do not. It should be noted though, that while the latter incidents are
tragic, the U.S. Department of Defense, from which the memorial design committee received its names, did not include those
in the mortality count. Ibid, 281.
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The second monument is the Marine Corps War Memorial, commonly called “the Iwo Jima
Memorial.” The Battle of Iwo Jima (1945) was a major Allied victory in World War II. The
hard-fought campaign is a story of bravery and valor on the battlefield. The memorial is
nicknamed after this battle because of its content. The famous “raising of the United States
flag” depicts six Marines sticking the stars and stripes into the volcanic rock of the island.
While the memorial has commemorated fallen Marines since 1775, the subject matter
contextualizes it during World War II. Savage criticized the monument for its “gigantism,
comic-book heroism, and militarism.” 92 Completed in 1954, the memorial certainly feels
apropos of McCarthyism, “the Red Scare,” and segregation. While the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial became a spot for mourning, the Marine Corps War Memorial is a spot of patriotism
and collective memory not about the Corps’ history, but victory in World War II.

Mount Rushmore National Monument | South Dakota

Nestled in the Black Hills of South Dakota, the mountain stares at visitors with the sixtyfoot-visages of Presidents Washington, Lincoln, Roosevelt, and Jefferson. The NPS
commissioned Wyss Associates and DHM Design for the redevelopment of nearly 200 acres
of the Mount Rushmore National Monument. With a budget of almost $60 million, the project
caught the eyes of major media outlets.93Its design strategies focused on accessibility and
horticultural diversity, however it did nothing to address the unjust creation of the
monument.
Writing for Smithsonian Magazine, Matthew Shaer points out that the monument’s designer,
Gutzon Borglum, also created early concepts for the Confederate-shrine Stone Mountain
before his work on Mount Rushmore. Historians have discovered in Borglum’s private letters
that he favored ethnic purity and supported the Klu Klux Klan.94 The mountain has more
than design flaws. In 1868, the United States swindled the indigenous Lakota Sioux from
their land and forced them onto reservations to claim the land.95 The monument remembers
white men at war once more, and while the Sitting Bull statue sits a few miles away to
balance the impropriety of Mount Rushmore, the latter attracts more visitors per year. That
a white supremacist is able to build a monument to white colonists on stolen, sacred land
seems rather skewed.96 It fails to tackle the genocide of several indigenous tribes, the blight
of white supremacy, or the continued injustices minorities face today.

Monument Avenue | Richmond, Virginia

Monument Avenue in Richmond, Virginia, the former capital of the Confederacy, was listed
on many historic registries for its gorgeous homes, tree-lined boulevard, and Confederate
monuments. In an alternative history, Monument Avenue could have been the Confederacy’s
National Mall. The memorials to Confederate veterans were larger than life, dwarfing the
cars and homes that encircled them. This little neighborhood was the result of redlining,
Ibid, 245.
Matthew James, Bailey Peterson, and Erika Roeber, “Mount Rushmore Visitor Services Redevelopment,” Landscape
Performance Series, Landscape Architecture Foundation, 2015, https://doi.org/10.31353/cs0960
94 Matthew Shaer, “The Sordid History of Mount Rushmore: the sculptor behind the American landmark had some unseemly
ties to white supremacy groups,” Smithsonian Magazine, October, 2016, https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/sordidhistory-mount-rushmore-180960446/
95 This happened of course after the Battle of Little Bighorn in 1876, when the Sioux tribes were finally defeated by the US
Army. “Native Americans and Mount Rushmore,” Corporation of Public Broadcasting, n.d.,
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/features/rushmore-sioux/
96 In 1939, the Sioux Chief invited a Polish sculptor to create a larger memorial to the tribe. Crazy Horse was dedicated in
1998 in the midst of harsh, white-voiced criticism.
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gerrymandering, and the efforts of Governor Fitzhugh Lee, nephew of Robert E. Lee, to
recapture the pride of the Confederacy.
The history of Monument Avenue is interesting. Factions formed in Reconstructionist
Virginia. The Readjusters were an alliance of white, working-class Democrats and Black
Republicans. They gained power in several legislatures in Virginia, their chief focus being
the integration of Black communities. The Lost Cause was a collection of conversative
Democrats and Confederate sympathizers led by Governor Lee. The Lost Causers quickly
overthrew the Readjusters and set off on their own revisionary campaign.97 They were joined
by Civil War veterans and the Daughters of the Confederacy. Their goal was to build an
affluent subdivision outside of the city limits around the Robert E. Lee Memorial, perhaps
adding other monuments as it expanded.98
Andrew Lawler wrote about this history for National Geographic Magazine. He spoke with
monument specialist Kirk Savage who reminded readers that Governor Lee met resistance
with his campaign. Many accused him of dealing in real estate for his own gain, though the
legislature argued the proposed mall would increase tax revenues for the city. Lawler quoted
two African American lawmakers at the time: Anderson Hayes joked that if he were white,
he might find the project to be a boon, while Edinboro Archer dismissed the project, claiming
his opinions were his own.99
The Lost Cause proved to not be a lost cause at all. After the Robert E. Lee Memorial’s
dedication during a Confederate parade, white supremacy sucked the life out of the
Readjusters’ opposition. A handful of African Americans left the legislature. Black
communities were gerrymandered by the majority power. The governor’s ambitions of
turning the mall into a white suburb persisted. As admittedly gorgeous homes popped up
along the street, there remained an unspoken rule: no Blacks allowed.100
Jim Crow ensured that the mall became a Confederate shrine. Over the next fifty years,
monuments to General “Jeb” Stuart, Jefferson Davis, Stonewall Jackson, and Matthew
Fontaine Maury rose along the avenue.101 This trend persisted throughout the south, a
Confederate monument movement with its own momentum. In a ridiculous attempt at
equity, a monument to African American tennis legend Arthur Ashe was erected in 1996.
The Lost Cause eventually lost. During the Black Lives Matter movement of 2020, the
limestone, granite, marble, and bronze plinths became splashed with graffiti. They turned
into demonstration spaces and dynamic scenes of social justice, protest, and Black voices. By

One of Governor Lee’s first initiatives was to erect a monument in his uncle’s memory. Andrew Lawler, “The origin story of
Monument Avenue,” National Geographic, July 27, 2020, https://www.nationalgeographic.com/history/2020/07/origin-storymonument-avenue-america-most-controversial-street/
98 A Lynchburg newspaper supported the monument project, but lamented the location, stating the committee was relegating
the statue to “a remote and inaccessible suburb.” Ibid.
99 Despite the 17-8 minority in the legislature, the monument proceeded forward. Ibid.
100 Historian Charles Reagan Wilson called Monument Avenue “the sacred road” of “Southern civil religion.” Ibid.
101 Stuart was a feared cavalry commander, Davis was the former president of the Confederacy, Jackson was a famous
general, and Maury was a naval commander who advocated for universal slavery.
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July, only Lee and Ashe’s monuments remained, the remainder removed by the demands of
state and local legislatures.102 Conservatives still grumble about the monuments’ fates.103

Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe | Berlin

An international selection, Peter Eisenman’s Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe,
completed in 2004, is near the former site of the Third Reich’s chancellery in Berlin. It seemed
appropriate to include his sweeping field of concrete stelae near the very machine that had
organized the genocide. A five-and-a-half-acre grid of almost 3,000 concrete pillars sink and
swell along the topographic landscape. The power of this space lies in the moral ambiguities
surrounding the Holocaust, in the rigid conformity of the gridiron pattern, and in the faceless
stelae.104 It begins to blend into the surrounding municipal context. Critics have called it an
ambiguous landscape and even chastised the committee for failing to call it a Holocaust
memorial.
I visited the site in 2019 as part of a study abroad program. As I stepped through the stelae
and into the valleys, the busy roads lining Potsdamer Platz suddenly became distant sounds.
As I turned around inside, I saw a couple kissing in the cool shadows, children dancing on
the tops of the stelae, and tourists chattering loudly. But I felt isolated, and while I thought
the memorial itself should have been more isolated, I forgot about the human element. As
Eisenman described his memorial: “‘I don’t want people to weep and then walk away with a
clear conscience.’”105 Interestingly, he pushed against the government’s mandate that the
stelae be covered in graffiti-resistant epoxy. Eisenman understood the power of artistic
expression in such a landscape.

The National September 11 Memorial & Museum | New York City

Patrizia Violi, professor of semiotics at the University of Bologna and director of TRAME:
Interdisciplinary Center for the Study of Memory and Cultural Traumas, finds the National
September 11 Memorial in New York City as a fascinating study. She uses semiotics – the
study of signs and their meanings – to identify traumascapes. She explains that these sites
encompass “restless, unstable entities, complex mobile social processes, unbounded in their
temporal definitions.” 106 They are retroactive sites, changing the past and collective memory
to fit a present narrative. Users subject them to their experiences and how they encapsulate
social and cultural functions.
After the horrible terror attacks on September 11, 2001, “Ground Zero” was rebuilt, a
landscape replacing the twin towers. The official memorial and museum completed in 2014
were designed by Michael Arad of Handel Architects and Peter Walker of PWP Landscape
Architecture. Handel and PWP’s design is emulative of the twin towers. The Memorial Plaza
Hilariously, they are currently in storage near the city’s wastewater treatment plant. Lee’s monument sits on private land
though, and the state is currently in litigation with surviving members of the family to have it removed. Ibid.
103 The Virginia Senate GOP issued a statement by several Republican state senators urging leaders to oppose the Lee
Memorial’s removal. The full release can be read at VA Senate GOP, Twitter Post, June 4, 2020, 12:01 p.m.
https://twitter.com/VASenateGOP/status/1268573661654589441?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwter
m%5E1268573661654589441%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.whsv.com%2Fcontent%2Fnew
s%2FSenate-Republican-leaders-oppose-removal-of-Richmonds-Lee-monument571061381.html%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1IFh2xCEW01AnPZZP6p5tLgXQLM99uJGXPtQAolWGyiKgrq0L4YIpqmu8
104 Nicolai Ouroussoff, “A Forest of Pillars, Recalling the Unimaginable,” The New York Times, May 9, 2005,
https://www.nytimes.com/2005/05/09/arts/design/a-forest-of-pillars-recalling-the-unimaginable.html
105 Ibid.
106 Violi quotes Robin Wagner-Pacifici. “Traumascapes: The Case of the 9/11 Memorial,” LA+ Interdisciplinary Journal of
Landscape Architecture 03 (2016), 74.
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sits on eight acres of land in the dense urban context of Manhattan. Twin reflecting pools sit
in the space, each an acre wide, with an eight-foot-wide water table that plunges down thirty
feet. These twin chasms endlessly cycle falling water into a void, freezing in time and memory
the collapse of the towers. Surrounding it is a forest of swamp white oak trees and bronze
panels naming the victims of the terror attacks. Its therapeutic goal was to unite a city and
allow a nation to heal and support one another. Thousands of multinational people visit the
memorial and its accompanying museum, along with the new One World Trade Center and
Oculus transit hub. While not restorative in the gardening sense, the urban forest and
hydrologic elements transform the plaza into a respite from the urban fabric. Demanding
stimuli still exist, but this plaza becomes more undemanding as one retreats.
Violi understood the designers’ true purposes: the memorial’s power stems from the
“indexical nature of the two chasms.” 107 Because of its location at the site of the attack, they
create a direct, spatial link for memory. There is this yawning sense of death in a sacred
space, something eerie in its quality. It is affective architecture in that it “installs a strong
like between the present of the actual visit and the past of the event.” 108 While she admires
the memorial, she’s also cautious. She wonders what the role of memorials is in terms of
constructing collective memory. She notes that in the past, memorials merely conserved
memory, but today, memorials contribute to memory’s reconstruction. 109 She writes:
“Memorials are yet another of those ‘texts’ that influence our current ways of understanding
the meanings of past events” through materiality and construction. 110

National Memorial for Peace and Justice | Montgomery, Alabama

Perhaps one of the worst lingering terrors in U.S. history is that left by slavery. Segregation
demarcated society for centuries, and terror attacks (lynching, murder, harassment)
committed by white supremacists forced African Americans to flee north. More than 4,000
racial terror lynchings have been recorded in several Southern states between 1877 and 1950.
MASS Design Group collaborated with the Equal Justice Initiative, a nonprofit legal
advocacy group, in developing a process to collect soil from each of these sites. This soil was
then suspended in eight hundred CorTen steel shafts; these were then branded with the
names of the victims. Located in Montgomery, Alabama, the National Memorial for Peace
and Justice (completed in 2018) is the only national memorial to racial lynchings in the
U.S.111 Several sculptures by Black artists were installed across the campus.
The memorial resonates with visitors, but the accompanying museum features a detailed
timeline of white-on-Black terrorism back to the slave trade and as near to now as mass
incarceration. Reporting for The New York Times, Holland Cotter writes that the museum
“[documents and dramatizes] a continuing condition of race-based oppression” that persists
today.112 Lynching was a visual spectacle for white supremacists. The museum capitalizes on
such visual stimulation, providing intense imagery for viewers to chew on. Even the
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landscape reflects this solemn spot; some gallows might be installed here, or even a biblical
Calvary.113
Cotter compares this memorial to Maya Lin’s wall and Eisenman’s field of stelae. They used
abstract counter-monuments to fit into a contemporary narrative and serve a political
metaphor. The Vietnam Veterans Memorial’s reflective surface and stream of names forces
the viewer to see themselves among the dead. The Berlin memorial shrouds visitors in a
silent tomb in a metropolis. The Memorial for Peace and Justice looks eerily like hanged
bodies containing the very blood-soil of death. The brandings are difficult to swallow. One
reads: “Jack Turner was lynched in Butler, Alabama, in 1882 for organizing Black voters in
Choctaw County.”114 Hundreds more read similarly.
These five case studies all reveal something about monumentality. There are successes.
Mount Rushmore captures attention. Monument Avenue hybridized residential and urban
development. Berlin’s Holocaust memorial achieves human-scale monumentality. The
September 11 Memorial harnesses the traumascape. The lynching memorial reinforces its
firm stance on white terrorism. It is the only one to truly succeed in regard to monumentality
and context. The other four fail; Mount Rushmore ignores the tragic history of indigenous
people, Monument Avenue glorifies racism, the Holocaust memorial becomes ambiguous in
an urban setting, and the September 11 Memorial services white Americans. Designers can
better learn how to balance controversial narratives from these case studies.
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National Park
Historiography and case studies informed much of the impetus behind this project.
Understanding the Mall’s perception as a hallowed ground necessary to preserve collective
memory and nostalgia in an American psyche addresses how such a valuable space became
a post-conflict landscape. It is the product of its own demise, proving L’Enfant’s sagacity in
planning Washington against counterinsurgency. Conversations about the Mall’s use,
history, and value to both the city and the country have been occurring for decades. In light
of recent insurgencies as part of the post-politicization of this country, how can the Mall
change for the future and last, like the Senate Park Plan, for a century of design? Could the
Mall, new monumentality, and design approaches transform the industry?
Again, this project rises out of centuries of history and design thinking – a tangible past
directing an uncertain future in a murky present. It can be hard to visualize where a project
of this magnitude moves. Certainly, designers are Prometheans when it comes to design
thinking; the profession creates for the future. It can be difficult at times to imagine how
fifty-to-one-hundred years from now may look though. Thankfully, the murky present is
inundated with visual media and genres which lend a hand in capturing various uncertain
futures in the minds of society. One such genre focuses on the destabilization of postpoliticization – dystopia, a society of injustice and post-apocalyptic proportions. Now, the
United States is not on the verge of a dystopian collapse, but it is interesting to look at how
dystopias are designed in visual media.
The Hunger Games film franchise is based off the book trilogy of the same name by Suzanne
Collins. The four films track Katniss Everdeen, an adolescent girl from the District 12 mines,
as she becomes the face of a rebellion against the oppressive government of Panem, a
dystopian, climate-ravaged North America. The films were a box office hit and inspired a
niche dystopian genre of female heroes against authoritarian regimes.115 Cinemagraphically
though, the films juxtapose the glitz and glamor of the Capitol of Panem, with the poorer
districts rather poignantly. Set designers, graphic artists, and costumers drew inspiration
from the French Revolution and popular fashion houses like Alexander McQueen. There has
been criticism of the visuals department though, complaints that the retro-futuristic look
anachronized the films.116 Others praise the use of dated technology with futuristic tech.
There is something to be said for high-speed trains traveling between districts while the
tributes arrive in the Capitol in horse-drawn chariots. The Capitol’s planning and
architecture draws on early neoclassical, fascist, and Roman precedents. There is a critique
too of modernism. The weapons and supplies hubs, called cornucopias, in both The Hunger
Games and Catching Fire arenas look like drafts from the sketchbooks of Frank Gehry, Zaha
Hadid, and Daniel Libeskind.117 The visuals department was either making a commentary
on modernism or simply drawing on recognizable motifs for an audience’s comfort.

In total, the four films earned $2.9B globally. Shawn Robbins, “Looking Back,” Box Office Pro.com, April 21, 2020,
https://www.boxofficepro.com/looking-back-at-the-hunger-games-franchise-as-lionsgate-moves-to-adapt-the-ballad-ofsongbirds-and-snakes-prequel/
116 For example, the Peacekeepers – a dystopian National Guard – use blood scanners to identify citizens, but then a fishbowl
is used to draw names for the Reaping for the Hunger Games. Alexandra Lange and Angela Reichers, “Designing ‘The Hunger
Games’,” The Atlantic, April 2, 2012, https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2012/04/designing-the-hungergames/255317/?utm_source=share&utm_campaign=share
117 Jimmy Stamp, “The Architecture of the Hunger Games’ Horns of Plenty,” Smithsonian Magazine, November 26, 2014,
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/arts-culture/architecture-hunger-games-horn-plenty-180953467/
115
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The Hunger Games franchise is one of dozens of dystopian outlooks on North America.
Notably, the Capitol in this series is located in the Rocky Mountains, not Washington, D.C.
The Capitol reads like the Senate Park Plan, a model of sober Rome. In Mockingjay – Part 2,
Katniss and her team infiltrate a war-ravaged Capitol and avoid a series of lethal “pods”
through the city.118 Neoclassical planning protected the Capitol from counterinsurgency even
as bombers flew overhead. L’Enfant understood that as well. The film – ultimately about the
struggle of a young girl as she is exploited by her government, fetishized by the citizenry, and
propagandized by revolutionaries – is visually stunning because of juxtapositions. Audiences
watch hovercraft invade simple villages, children murder one another with high-tech but
primitive weapons, and pageantry applied to a brute spectacle.
Juxtaposition will be important for the Expansion Plan. The landscape must read as an urban
fabric knitted together from various bolts of cloth, but it must also create those moments of
controversy, contextualization, and celebration.

Figure 1.0 – Site Context

Site Analysis
Using a context map of Washington (see Site Context) aids in understanding the post-9/11
Mall today. This entire area is inundated in “federal soup,” a quixotic mixture of federal,
corporate, and neoclassical architecture molded around transit-oriented corridors (see
118

Mockingjay – Part 2, directed by Francis Lawrence (Lionsgate, 2015).
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Transit Map). This dense urban network causes issues with accessibility, legibility, and
equitability. For the National Mall to be read as a true national park integrated into a
metropolitan space, the Expansion Plan must analyze existing conditions and constraints.
First and foremost it is important to understand who lives in Washington, since they will be
immediately impacted by this project. Demographics from 2019 U.S. Census data reveal that
most people in the city are young professionals renting apartments, traveling via public
transit, and voting blue in elections. The immediate environs of the Mall, what most call the
Federal City, are wealthy and white, but the Metro area is multiracial and multiethnic with
diverse incomes. There are also hundreds of foreign diplomats, attachés, and law enforcement
liaisons present in Washington. Thousands of people visit the Mall every day. The biggest
conclusion from the demographics is that Washingtonians will need transit-related solutions
while visitors will need park-related solutions.
For analysis to be digestible, the Mall has been divided into six districts. The following pages
contain graphics identifying existing conditions, circulation patterns, SWOT analysis, and
preliminary concepts related to the analysis.
Capitol Park is a civic plaza defined as Union Square east to 2nd Street Northeast and south
to E Street Southeast. What had once been planned as a government center has become a
conglomeration infrastructure to meet the needs of bureaucracy. Transit-oriented
development has segmented this space, and increased securitization after September 11 has
limited design solutions. In comparison to other national government centers, ones which
focus on parkland, neoclassicism, and riverine design, Washington fails to meet the mark.
While the Capitol, Library of Congress, and Supreme Court maintain that federal style, the
congressional office complexes have adopted a corporate functionality that cripples the
democratic space.
East Capitol Corridor is an emerging mixed-use residential area which runs to the Anacostia
riverfront. Traditionally, this area known as Capitol Hill has been an affluent white
neighborhood like Georgetown. Its classic townhome typology lends itself well to the
charming character of the area. Curiously, as more residents flee to suburbs in Maryland and
Virginia, these townhomes are being retrofitted for lobbying organizations, meetinghouses,
local eateries, and shops. East Capitol Street itself is a spine between the Capitol and Lincoln
Park. It continues to run east to the Robert F. Kennedy Stadium and the Anacostia River.
This area presents several opportunities for urban development which could positively
impact future expansion. Additionally, the gridiron pattern from the L’Enfant Plan is
strongest in this neighborhood.
The Smithsonian Campus is a formal space defined by Union Square east to 15th Street
Northwest. This is already a beloved piece of the Mall, one of the remaining features of the
Senate Park Plan, and functions as more of a lawn than anything else. Infrastructure runs
underneath the lawn, museums sit atop it, and occasionally, art installations inundate the
space. There are few changes that need to be made to this campus.
The White House Grounds are a tripartite area running north from Constitution Avenue to
K Street Northwest. The first section is the Ellipse, an informal park which has often served
as a gathering space or parade ground. The second section is the White House. Largely
untouchable and not integral to this project, the White House will be a space where people
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rather than designers can reckon with it. However, the last third – the Lafayette District –
has some promise. Called as such because of the presence of Lafayette Square, this district
is mixed-use commercial. Hotels, restaurants, bars, meetinghouses, and federal buildings
consume this space. The roads function like parking lots, and pedestrian access is limited. It,
too, is readily secured against attacks like the Capitol. In fact, many of the streets remain
cordoned off regardless of eminent threat. If these roads are being underutilized, alternative
road typologies could breathe new life into this district.
West Potomac Park is the most famous portion of the Mall which runs west from 15th Street
Northwest to the Potomac riverfront. This is where well-known monuments like the Lincoln
and Vietnam Veterans Memorials sit. The only remnant of the Senate Park Plan here is the
Lincoln Memorial and reflecting pool. Pedestrian corridors have been paved wherever the
National Parks Service sees fit. Like the Smithsonian Campus, park-related redesign is
largely unnecessary here.
East Potomac Park is largely defined by the Tidal Basin. The north shore is ringed by the
newest memorials on the Mall – the Roosevelt and King Memorials – with additional
ballfields adjacent to them. There is hardly any pedestrian access here and almost none
between it and West Potomac Park. The multi-lane profile of Independence Avenue allows
only for vehicular access to this area. The east shore is also consumed by multi-lane roads
which connect to the I-395 Expressway. The south shore stops short of the Thomas Jefferson
Memorial because of the dense vehicular corridor dominating this space. Some corporate
infrastructure and the historic East Potomac Golf Course consume the remainder of the
peninsula. While defined by the Tidal Basin, the parkland is also threatened by it. According
to studies conducted by the 2019 Tidal Basin Ideas Lab, a think-tank funded by the Trust for
the National Mall, in fifty years, the Tidal Basin’s sea level will have risen six feet or more.119
While it seems relatively low, due to the density of Washington and its ecological history as
a tidal marsh, this sea level rise will flood most of East Potomac Park and portions of the
greater National Mall. It has become a danger to the function of the city and its symbology.
This overview contains more specific constraints which need to be resolved (see Design
Constraints and Solutions). Before moving into concepts and design solutions, a manifesto
must express goals and objectives that guide this project.
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https://tidalbasinideaslab.org/challenges
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Figure 2.0 – Design Constraints and Solutions

Manifesto
Expansion encompasses more than reclaiming public land. Monumentality will expand with
designs and revisions which change how memory is collected. Ideology expands as well. By
transforming a national public space, conversations will shift. The National Mall is a postconflict landscape troubled by its perception as a hallowed ground of nonpartisan
sociopolitical relationships. A controversial history infuses the dialogue surrounding national
park design, monumentality, and urban conflict. The Expansion Plan functions like previous
historic master plans by providing a remedial framework for the next century of design.
Monumentality now reckons with uncomfortable topics and celebrates forgotten figures. The
Mall becomes a democratic and educational space informed by historiography, analysis of
existing conditions, and responses to post-politicization. It looks beyond partisanship and
nostalgia to envision a retrospective space accepting of the nation’s past and its people.
The Expansion Plan develops a remedial framework for a national park in Washington, D.C.
Currently, the National Mall sits between Constitution and Independence Avenues, juts
north to include the White House, then terminates at the Lincoln Memorial, Jefferson
Memorial, and U.S. Capitol respectively. Decades-old legislation focuses on transit-oriented
development and renovations more than diversifying parkland. There are those who argue
against these campaigns, advocating instead for rejuvenation. For too long the Federal City
has languished as a hallowed ground of nonpartisan sociopolitical relationships. It exists in
a bubble, and this project pops that bubble with the following:
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A.
B.
C.
D.

Reintegrating public space in the Lafayette District north of the White House,
Responding to climate change at the Tidal Basin,
Reclaiming land lost around the Capitol to commercial infrastructure and transitoriented development,
And restoring the L’Enfant Plan in East Capitol Corridor to provide further
precedent for expansion to the Anacostia River.

Monumentality reckons with nostalgia as it reframes a national collective memory. Many
monuments on the National Mall are dedicated to white men at war. They are neoclassical
in design, with federal elements that fade into the landscape rather than converse with it.
Architectural theorist Lebbeus Woods cautions designers against reducing complex
memories to simple forms dedicated to nostalgia.120 Alternative monument designs can
challenge collective memory. New monuments to uncomfortable topics and forgotten figures
diversify the landscape. Traditional monuments impose nostalgia, preserving a false
collective memory. This is contextualization, not erasure. This project reframes that memory
with the following:
A.
B.
C.

Re-centering “the monumental core” to the Capitol to engage with a house of
democracy rather than the homogeneity of the Washington Monument,
Contextualizing the Thomas Jefferson and National World War II Memorials to
provide a precedent for reckoning with historical representation,
And proposing new monuments to uncomfortable topics and forgotten figures to
diversify the landscape.

A post-conflict landscape heals in the wake of divisive sociopolitical relationships. Postpoliticization is our current status quo grounded in representative democracy,
cosmopolitanism, and neoliberal economics.121 Many political theorists identify this as a
stagnant period preceding a crisis. That crisis – often socioeconomic, political, or climatic –
triggers a partisan response to a shift in power. These parties carry out insurgencies to
stabilize or justify the status quo. Hallowed ground or historically-significant spaces are often
the battlegrounds for these insurgencies leaving them desecrated as a result – a post-conflict
landscape. Only once the status quo has been stabilized (post-politicization) or justified
(progressivism or revolution) can these landscapes and memory begin to heal. The National
Mall is a post-conflict landscape: a hallowed ground of historic significance left postpoliticized by the establishment. Several insurgencies have acted on the Mall, most recently
the 2021 attack on the Capitol. The Mall heals through the following:
A.
B.
C.

Removing “nonplaces,” sacred spaces deemed untouchable by the establishment,
from the Mall,
Sparking conversations about monumentality and park design which can impact
future designs,
And balancing several typologies in and around the Mall, namely multi-modality,
parkland, infrastructure, and representation.

Lebbeus Woods, War and Architecture, (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, Inc., 1993), 11.
This operates under a Western European assumption of democracy, though it still applies to neoliberalist capitalism,
presidential republicanism, and cosmopolitanism seen in the U.S. and as defined by Swyngedouw, “The Velvet Violence of
Insurgent Architects,” 28.
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Site Concepts
Guided by the analysis and ideology from the manifesto, a series of three concepts begin to
introduce solutions to the National Mall. There are commonalities throughout the concepts.
These were found to be the best solutions to several or minimal constraints on the Mall; the
remainder required wider focus. These minimal designs are:
• Mixed-use residential urban development along East Capitol Street as it becomes a
pedestrian mall.
• Implementing boulevard typologies on Maryland Avenue Northeast, Massachusetts
Avenue Northeast, North Carolina Avenue Southeast, and Pennsylvania Avenue
Southeast to strengthen the L’Enfant Plan.
• Revitalizing Stanton Park, Seward Square Park, and Lincoln Park.
• Implementing shared road typologies on 17th Street Northwest, Connecticut Avenue
Northwest, H Street Northwest, Vermont Avenue Northwest, 15th Street Northwest,
and I Street Northwest in the Lafayette District. Additionally, 16th Street Northwest
Black Lives Matter Plaza becomes a pedestrian mall. This area undergoes mixed-use
commercial urban development as well.
• Reshaping pedestrian corridors in West Potomac and East Potomac Parks for
accessibility and legibility.
• Tunneling the I-395 Expressway under the Potomac River and East Potomac Park for
parkland. Additionally, any infrastructure in this area will be removed.
Capitol Core focused on creating a government center at the U.S. Capitol. Its design solutions
are as follows:
A. Replacing the existing congressional office buildings with twin annexes flanking
either side of the Capitol. This allows for better securitization and opens up the area
for future development.
B. Mirroring the footprint of Union Square on the East Front of the Capitol. A new
reflecting pool sits atop the underground entrances to the Capitol. Additionally, new
monuments can begin to inundate this space as guided by future designers.
C. A new Capitol Mall runs north-south along the East Front. This can begin to be a
gathering space, parkland, or programmed areas guided by the National Parks
Service.
Climate Mitigation focused on curbing the effects of climate change at the Tidal Basin. Its
design solutions are as follows:
A. Using native ecology to fortify the banks and surrounding land. The primary ecologies
are flood-plain forests and tidal marshlands. The entire west shore of the Tidal Basin
is replaced with this tidal ecology. Additionally, the bay area around a slimmed
Independence Avenue is filled in to continue to fortify the north shore against future
flooding.
B. Ohio Drive Southwest poses an interesting concern. There will need to be additional
research into levees and elevated roadways since this is the primacy connective
corridor in East Potomac Park.
Core + Climate marries Capitol Core and Climate Mitigation into a final concept. Its design
solutions are as follows:
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A. Replacing the existing congressional office buildings with twin annexes flanking
either side of the Capitol. This allows for better securitization and opens up the area
for future development.
B. Mirroring the footprint of Union Square on the East Front of the Capitol. A new
reflecting pool sits atop the underground entrances to the Capitol. Additionally, new
monuments can begin to inundate this space as guided by future designers.
C. A new Capitol Mall runs north-south along the East Front. This can begin to be a
gathering space, parkland, or programmed areas guided by the National Parks
Service.
D. Using native ecology to fortify the banks and surrounding land. The primary ecologies
are flood-plain forests and tidal marshlands. Many of the Tidal Basin’s shorelines are
reprofiled to control flooding. Additionally, the bay area around a slimmed
Independence Avenue is filled in to continue to fortify the north shore against future
flooding.
E. Ohio Drive Southwest remains intact since the west shore remains fortified.

Expanding the National Mall
These solutions begin to transform the National Mall for the future. A framework plan was
created to map them in Washington (see The Expansion Plan). While each section will be
explored in more detail, this overview glances at multiple changes made.
The Lafayette District converts several of the adjacent streets into new typologies, these
primarily being shared roads or pedestrian malls. This moves south to the White House,
untouched due to the hallowed nature of this space and the unique distinction between
private and public land. The Ellipse lies south of here with forested edges along 17th St
Northwest and 15th Street Northwest and new pedestrian corridors inside. Crossing
Constitution Avenue, users arrive in a wide lawn where the Washington Monument sits. The
southern edge along Independence Avenue has been forested as well, adding more depth to
the existing Sylvan Theatre and copse of trees. If users turn west and cross 17th Street
Northwest, they arrive at the New National World War II Memorial and the extended
reflecting pool. If they cross north and move west, they pass by placid Constitution Gardens,
some raised earthwork in an open meadow, and then the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. This
area has also been inundated with trees to create shade cover and privacy. With the removal
of Henry Bacon Drive and Daniel French Drive around the Lincoln Memorial, users can
better access this area on foot. The Lincoln Memorial stares down the length of the reflecting
pool. The Korean War Veterans Memorial sits south of it. From here, several crosswalks have
been made to allow pedestrian movement across Independence Avenue. By slimming its
profile, the thoroughfare becomes more navigable. As users cross south, they enter East
Potomac Park.
This region has been reclaimed in many regards. Ballfields have been planted with floodplain forests, and earthwork has been raised to inhibit flooding. Users can circulate around
the Tidal Basin, visiting the Memorial Garden to America’s Children, the Martin Luther
King, Jr. Memorial, and the Franklin D. Roosevelt Memorial. The historic Japanese cherry
trees have been moved inland a bit since the shoreline has been reprofiled and replanted.
Users can take the King Memorial boardwalk through the tidal marshlands inundating the
water. These marshlands run the entire shoreline. If users continue south along the west
shore, they can cross the mouth of the basin and circulate toward the Amended Thomas
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Jefferson Memorial. Another boardwalk runs through an inlet here. It connects to a new
circulation path around the memorial, down a great lawn of cherry trees, and into Potomac
Park Forest. This used to be land consumed by the I-395 Expressway and corporate
infrastructure and is now raised earth and covered in native ecology.
If users moved east of the Washington Monument and crossed 15th Street Northwest, they
would arrive on the Smithsonian Campus. This singular lawn is flanked by timeless
museums and runs a full mile to Union Square. Here, 3rd Street Southwest has been erased
to make new pedestrian corridors. These connect to shared road typologies at Pennsylvania
Avenue Northwest and Maryland Avenue Southwest, traditionally parking spaces for media
crews at the Capitol. These flank the reflecting pool and the Ulysses S. Grant Memorial. This
extends up to a large pedestrian mall on what used to be 1st Street Northwest. New
pedestrian corridors branch up the hill of the Capitol. Dense woods flank Constitution and
Independence Avenues here, these roads also become large boulevards. The woods rush to
the West Front of the twin annexes. The Senate Annex in the north serves the Senate of the
Capitol. The House Annex serves the House of Representatives of the Capitol in the south.
On the East Front of the Capitol, a new reflecting pool and monumental space has been
mirrored from Union Square. With the removal of the old congressional annexes, a new mall
has been created which runs south from Union Station to E Street Southeast. This opens up
new parkland, gathering space, and monumental areas for the future.
Crossing 1st Street Northeast, users pass by the Supreme Court and Library of Congress and
continue down East Capitol Street. This is now a pedestrian mall that runs to Lincoln Park.
This is one of the last pieces of pedestrian-oriented space on the National Mall. Other changes
are transit oriented. For example, Massachusetts Avenue Northeast, Maryland Avenue
Southwest, Pennsylvania Avenue Northeast, and North Carolina Avenue Southwest have
become boulevards. Massachusetts and Maryland split around Stanton Park. Pennsylvania
and North Carolina split around Seward Square Park.
Ideally, expansion would continue beyond this project. Washington could be completely
reimagined as a modern city focused on public transit, pedestrian orientation, and urban
development. The city could embrace techno-urbanism and become the template for “smart
cities” across the United States. There are ways for users to interact directly with a city in
more ways than ground-based typologies (see Signage). This is also cautionary tale. As seen
in the post-conflict gentrification section, rebranding and disenfranchisement accompany
projects of this nature. By valuing communities of color, including them in the conversation,
and deferring to their experiences, these practices begin to lose their power. Of course, politics
and legislation are the biggest factors in this system. Outside of the National Mall’s environs
– outside of the Federal City – Washington is a rich, ethnic metropolis. East Capitol Corridor
could extend to the Anacostia River, creating a new National Mall east of the Capitol. While
the Navy Yard and federal soup fills in Capitol South, this district could undergo extensive
revitalization and park planning. West Potomac Park could extend along the Potomac
riverfront to connect to Rock Creek Park, creating a unique riverine experience in
Washington. The Potomac peninsula could be forested and reclaimed for more parkland.
While this project focuses changing a conversation about the traditional National Mall, there
a several expansions waiting to be designed in Washington, D.C.
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Figure 3.0 – The Expansion Plan

Restoring the L’Enfant Plan
The L’Enfant Plan of 1791 established a Baroque style of urban planning in Washington. Its
gridiron pattern slashed by boulevards retained much of its form in the immediate environs
of the city. The strongest example is in the residential neighborhood of Capitol Hill. This
project focuses on a singular corridor mostly defined by Constitution and Independence
Avenues as they run east to the Anacostia riverfront. Classic townhome architecture
dominates this space, some already retrofitted with shops, groceries, bodegas, and political
organizations. This style can be implemented along East Capitol Street.
While most of the restoration of the L’Enfant Plan is focused on converting major
thoroughfares into boulevards and reinvigorating the existing parks, a restoration occurs
along East Capitol Street as it becomes a pedestrian mall. Given that is connects directly to
the Capitol and Anacostia River, this is the best place for new urban development in
Washington. This mile-long stretch of road connects the Capitol to Lincoln Park. The existing
profile was a double-drive aisle with bicycle lanes and on-street parking. Wide brick-paved
sidewalks flanked the various townhomes on this stretch of road. The new typology still has
a demarcated bicycle lane to avoid pedestrian-cyclist collision. However, the sidewalks have
been widened past a traditional right-of-way. Street trees line many of the sidewalks, some
even infiltrating the street. The asphalt surface has been broken with different materiality
too. This becomes an immersive space for different lobby organizations, political entities, and
commercial development as an extensive of the political structure of the Capitol. Residents
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in Capitol Hill can use this space, tourists can flock here for a break from parkland, and
politicians and business professionals can work here.
Here too is an attempt at breaking traditional monumentality. While not included in the
monumentality section, the installations on East Capitol Street fit better with the current
dialogue. As stated previously, as Washington becomes a techno-urban center,
monumentality can change with that. After working through some concepts and threedimensional modeling, these rectangular holographic panels emerged on the pedestrian mall.
Devoid of traditional materials like stone and bronze, these monuments become
cosmopolitan. People can approach them (in a designated space of brick pavers and a granite
band) without the hallowed feeling of stone effigies. These eight panels are a precedent. They
memorialize key figures in American history who fought for civil freedoms and changed
national identity. These panels could be installed in any location on the Mall and provide a
template for future techno-monuments throughout the city and the nation.

Reclaiming the Capitol
The analysis of the Capitol grounds revealed that its transit-oriented development and
corporate structure have crippled its symbolism. Other sovereign governments focus on
integrating parkland and riverine design into their civic centers. While Washington has the
Potomac and Anacostia crisscrossing it, the Capitol grounds are surrounded by residential
and commercial development. After repeated attacks on the building, September 11, and the
2021 insurrection, the grounds have become increasingly securitized in response. A careful
reclamation can secure this civic plaza while also introducing parkland and new experiences
to the space.
The existing congressional office buildings have been replaced with twin annexes flanking
the Capitol. Two buildings are easier to secure than five separate complexes. The massing
models characterize them with simple, neoclassical motifs to fit with the federal style of the
area. They are equal in overall square footage to the existing complexes. Due to their size,
trees populate the west fronts of the annexes to minimize their enormity. This forest has
transitioned to the West Front of the Capitol as well, allowing for shaded gathering space
and a soft approach to the building. A lawn in line with the Rotunda has been left bare; a
viewshed has been created down the east-west axis of the Mall. On the east fronts of the
annexes, open greenspaces allow for demonstrations and gathering. This creates new spaces
for monuments as well, thereby making this the new monumental core of the city. This
dynamic space has reclaimed that title from the rather stagnant Washington Monument.
Union Square has been mirrored on the Capitol’s East Front. Due to its removed nature from
the Capitol, it is often a meeting space for tour groups or professionals. If it is mirrored on
the east, it is closer to the Capitol, replaces the existing plaza, and is better able to perform
as a civic plaza. The reflecting pool and monumental space formalize the Capitol while also
remaining low enough in profile to not detract from the architecture. This mirror has been
named Capitol Square. It features new monuments, a reflecting pool, and connects
immediately with the East Capitol Street pedestrian mall. The square also becomes part of
a north-south axial mall which runs from Union Station down to E Street Northwest. Much
of this area used to be commercial development and parking structures; now it becomes
parkland.
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Additionally, Constitution Avenue has become a boulevard and links with Maryland
Avenue’s boulevard typology in East Capitol Corridor. Likewise, Independence Avenue’s
boulevard typology links with Pennsylvania Avenue’s boulevard typology. This change
reduces the transit-heavy focus of these roads and allows for pedestrians to cross these
thoroughfares with ease. It also aides in beautifying the Capitol grounds and strengthening
existing hierarchies between parkland and infrastructure.

Reintegrating Public Space
In similar regards to the Capitol, the White House, Ellipse, and commercial development
north (called the Lafayette District in this project) of the White House also faces security
issues. After the Black Lives Matter protests and the White House’s military response, the
area became inundated with barricades. Many of the surrounding streets closed; space was
wasted. If this is the government’s response, designers can respond in turn.
In the Expansion Plan, the Ellipse has been forested on the east and west edges and
pedestrian corridors snake through this density. It revitalizes what already exists. The White
House is untouched. While part of the Mall, its unique nature as a residence creates more
restrictions than are necessary. The Lafayette District provides the most room for response.
Defined by Pennsylvania Avenue Northwest north to K Street Northwest and 17th Street
Northwest east to 15th Street Northwest, the district is mixed-use commercial. Several hotels,
federal buildings, retailers, restaurants, and urban parks fill this space. After the Black Lives
Matter movement in 2020, the city renamed 16th Street Northwest as Black Lives Matter
Plaza, painting the organization’s brand on the blacktop. It is now a pedestrian mall.
A similar typology can be applied to Connecticut Avenue Northwest, Vermont Avenue
Northwest, I Street Northwest, and H Street Northwest. Like Black Lives Matter Plaza and
Pennsylvania Avenue in front of the white House, these roads can be closed to non-emergency
vehicular traffic. These become shared roads, as seen on the opposite page, which reintegrate
public space into a restrictive area. People can fill these roads as pop-up shops, installations,
and new urbanism inundate this area. Food trucks, ride-shares and autonomous vehicles,
and essential vehicles can still travel on these roads, but pedestrians become the focus. There
is less of a need to secure this space now if it becomes pedestrian oriented. Traffic can be
permanently redirected on the perimeter roads, as already happens when this district is
cordoned off to the public. By adding pocket parks, planted medians, and street trees, the
Lafayette District becomes more than another urban center. It becomes a civic center near
the heart of a democratic symbol. Urban appendages here and in East Capitol Corridor blend
the edges between urban development and parkland. It changes the approach to national
park design.

Responding to Climate Change
The Tidal Basin is a unique experience on the National Mall. A remnant of the Senate Park
Plan, the Basin introduced a lacustrine setting into verdant parkland. It is best known for
the monumentality on its shores and the cherry trees. The National Cherry Blossom Festival
founded in 1934 is an annual celebration commemorating the 1912 gift of Japanese cherry
trees from Mayor Yukio Ozaki of Tokyo City to Washington. Mayor Ozaki donated the trees
to enhance the growing friendship between the United States and Japan and also celebrate
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the continued close relationship between the two nations.122 The Yoshino Cherry and
Kwanzan Cherry trees fill the shoreline. A problem has occurred though. Due to high foot
traffic and annual flooding, the shoreline is eroding away. The cherry trees and other
infrastructure are now at risk.
Climate change has exacerbated the flooding of the Tidal Basin. With each storm event, the
shoreline floods, threatening monuments, horticulture, and corridors. In 2019, the Trust for
the National Mall founded the Tidal Basin Ideas Lab to discuss design strategies with five
landscape architecture firms.123 The Trust showed that by 2060, much of the parkland inand-around the Tidal Basin will be submerged. The Franklin D. Roosevelt and Martin Luther
King, Jr. Memorials will be underwater. The Thomas Jefferson Memorial would become an
island. Worse, the flooding would begin to seep into the greater National Mall along 15th
Street Northwest because of elevation levels. It was Gustafson Guthrie Nichol’s submission
that inspired this project’s solutions. GGN suggested using earthwork and native ecology to
help the Tidal Basin adapt overtime. Rather than engineered solutions or abandonment, the
firm tackled flooding at the source.
Washington sits in a Potomac Gorge Bedrock Oak Forest ecology, a bottomland, deciduous
community near streams or rivers which flood every year. The horticulture features several
oak species and native trees such as American elm and black walnut. Understory horticulture
includes Eastern Redbuds, white snakeroot, and American germander. Various asters and
native grasses dominate the herbaceous material. The region is also classified as a
Freshwater Tidal Forest of the Chesapeake Bay. While the tree canopy in this ecology is often
underdeveloped, the understory and herbaceous material are valuable for tidal marshlands.
Several viburnums, Virginia native perennials, sedges, and ferns inundate the horticulture
of this ecology.124
With this ecology in mind, the Tidal Basin’s profile will change. By re-shaping Independence
Avenue, the north shore becomes more rounded and fortified. The King and Roosevelt
Memorials abut tidal marshlands now, with boardwalks weaving through the ecology to
immerse visitors in the space. Flood-plain forests dominate the old parkland for further
fortification on the western bank. The southern bank sees the I-395 Expressway tunneled
under the river and reclaimed for additional forested parkland. The Jefferson Memorial’s
profile is extended in a singular lawn to the edge of Ohio Drive which still weaves through
this area. The mouths of the basin have also been widened to accommodate larger tidal
movements. Implementing these design strategies completely terraforms East Potomac Park
and the National Mall. Immaculate parkland dominated by lawn is now repurposed with
dense native ecology while still maintaining a park setting. This strategy could impact future
climate mitigation in several coastal cities where rising sea levels threaten urban context.

Reckoning with Monumentality
As identified in much of the research and in the analysis, there are several memorials on the
Mall which remain imprinted in a national collective memory. Partisanship though has
"History of the Cherry Blossom Trees and Festival". National Cherry Blossom Festival: About. National Cherry Blossom
Festival, Inc. https://nationalcherryblossomfestival.org/about/history/
123 https://tidalbasinideaslab.org
124 https://explorer.natureserve.org/Taxon/ELEMENT_GLOBAL.2.802075/Quercus_rubra_-_Quercus_shumardii__Cercis_canadensis_Floodplain_Forest
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enabled a false narrative to arise, and in a cancel culture society, monuments find themselves
under the same scrutiny as socialites, leaders, and celebrities. Monumental erasure cannot
rectify collective memory once it is gone. In order for hallowed ground to be broken, the
enchantment of the Mall must shatter.
There are several sites on the Mall that could be memorial grounds (see Monumental
Locations). Lafayette Square once hosted the President Andrew Jackson Statue until it was
removed in 2020. A new monument – to be decided by committee – could replace the statue
on the lawn of the White House. Additionally, reclaimed land where Henry Bacon Drive
Northwest once sat could be used for a memorial devoted to the AIDS epidemic, the effects of
which are still felt in many parts of the United States. This sits near the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial and the Lincoln Memorial, providing a central focus for a controversial topic.
Additionally, land near the Korean War Veterans Memorial could also be used for
monumental space, serving as a visual link to monuments across Independence Avenue. In
East Potomac Park, a ring of monuments around the Tidal Basin would be exquisite,
including a new memorial to former President Barack Obama. More monumental locations
present themselves at the Capitol, the new monumental core. Capitol Square has several
opportunities for monuments, including spaces around the annexes. While many of these
would be decided in committees, there is a unique opportunity for designers to reckon with
history and memory at these sights. They could be traditional monuments or alternative ones
like the holographic Memorials to Freedom Fighters on the East Capitol Street pedestrian
mall. If the Mall continues to expand into Washington, the possibilities are endless. Seeing
as this plan covers a century of design and history, many events are likely to congregate
inside of the Mall.
I am not going to design too many new monuments since I myself have racial and cultural
biases that could prevent me from effectively memorializing figures or events. Instead, there
are two existing monuments that could benefit with a reckoning: The National World War II
and the Thomas Jefferson Memorials. There is also a new memorial that could positively
change monumental landscape design and discussions about children.

New National World War II Memorial

The Second World War (1939-45) lives in global memory as the defining moment of the
twentieth century. The fall of the Axis powers to the Allies has become popularized,
commercialized, and propagandized by the victors of the war. Often times though, the dark
realities of the war are glossed over in history books and collective memory. As time has worn
on though, the narrative has grown stale. Several Holocaust deniers, anti-Semites, and
American fascists stormed the Capitol in 2021. Clearly, democracy did not smite
authoritarianism forever.125 The use of atomic weapons on Japan sparked a nuclear arms
race that overshadows the world today. In addition, the national monument is mired in
controversy.
The National World War II Memorial was finished in 2004, in the first years of the War in
Afghanistan. It still is one of the newest additions to the Mall, though it looks out-of-place.
Two large, earthen berms planted with white roses frame an ovular reflecting pool ringed by
twenty-five pillars. Relief panels listing the dead and wounded draw visitors in, but so do the
Ishaan Tharoor, “Trump’s last days,” The Washington Post, January 15, 2021,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2021/01/15/trump-hitler-us-capitol-beer-hall-putsch/
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glittering bronze stars and loud jets. People mill around the space, find their home state, and
carry on with their lives. Compared to its contemporary, the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Memorial, the plaza looks less stately. Sociologist Nathan Glazer compared it to a “fascist
parade-ground.” 126 He wished the memorial looked more like Eisenman’s Holocaust
memorial in Berlin.127 While Eisenman’s memorial has grown ambiguous overtime, when
Glazer was writing, it was well-received by the public. Kirk Savage has issues with the war
memorial’s message. On the heels of the September 11 attacks, the memorial is merely “a
[nostalgic celebration] of the nation’s military supremacy” for Savage. 128 It became a
propaganda element. Remember the Nazis? We can defeat these terrorists too.129 It became
a memorial to the U.S. military industrial complex, a reminder of its globalism, power, and
superiority. 130 There is much more to remember though.
The New National World War II Memorial becomes a literal and symbolic interpretation of
the war through post-Stalinist brutalism. This style persisted in Eastern Europe through the
1950s. It elevated function over form, rigor over litheness, and utilitarianism over
ornamentation. Post-Stalinist brutalism embraced materiality, gigantism, and homogeneity
in a uniquely avant-garde style. A brutalist memorial elicits an emotional response, and the
addition of sunken pits filled with broken slabs of slate turn the memorial plaza into a place
of destruction. There is a glory to the space now, but one that is muted by a gray palette.
There is the literal appearance of the memorial as an artillery cannon but also the sublime
profile of it framing the Lincoln Memorial and Washington Monument. It subtracts from the
seven acres of land the original memorial dominated and becomes an alternative space for
people to remember the war’s full breadth.

Amended Thomas Jefferson Memorial

Like issues surrounding the National World War II Memorial, the Thomas Jefferson
Memorial is surrounded in its own controversy. It was built during the Great Depression as
an afront to conservative factions in the country. 131 It served as the Democratic equivalent
of the Lincoln Memorial, but while the latter evokes feelings about emancipation, the former
adopts an erudite understanding of the rich Virginian. Kirk Savage cited historian James
Loewen, professor emeritus of sociology at the University of Vermont, in his argument that
the Jefferson Memorial cannot compare to the Lincoln Memorial.132 The temple at the Tidal
Basin “flatten[s] out this complicated history and make[s Jefferson] sound like an
abolitionist.” 133 This was far from the case. Not only does this country still struggle to reckon
with slavery, but it also continues to present a narrative of emancipation without
consequence despite systemic racism today. Historians fully acknowledge Jefferson’s
Glazer, “Monuments, Modernism,” 302.
Glazer goes on to criticize the field’s lack of timelessness, saying the concrete stelae will soon fade out of modernity as he
writes on 133.
128 Savage, Monument Wars, 298.
129 It should be noted that the War in Afghanistan and much of the Middle East was a socio-political quagmire far more
complicated than the popular notion of a war on terror. The Afghanistan War (2001-present) is currently the longest war in
U.S. history, upsetting the previously held title by the Vietnam War. Ibid, 300.
130 Ibid.
131 Glazer, “Monuments, Modernism,” 118.
132 Loewen is well known for his First Amendment fights against the federal government on several controversial books he has
written about the U.S.’s public education system.
133 For example, one of the inscriptions reads: “Commerce between master and slave is despotism.” It fails to own up to the
fact that Jefferson fathered a number of children by his female slaves. Savage, Monument Wars, 245. In addition, Jefferson
owned over 600 slaves during his lifetime. All worked on his Monticello estate in the Piedmont hills of Virginia where he
routinely beat young slave boys. See Henry Wiencek, “The Dark Side of Thomas Jefferson,” Smithsonian Magazine, October
2012, https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/the-dark-side-of-thomas-jefferson-35976004/
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ownership of slaves despite having penned the iconic “all men are created equal” in the
Declaration of Independence. Academic knowledge is not enough tough. It cannot reckon with
collective memory like monumentality.
Unlike the recomplete revision to the National World War II Memorial, an alternative
approach is taken with the Jefferson Memorial in this project. Breaking the nostalgia of
Thomas Jefferson as the author of the Declaration and considering his perpetuation of
southern slavery lends a hand to progress race discussions in the U.S. In this project, the
memorial is amended with shackles binding the colonnade and portico. Chains are driven
into the earth. The erudite memorial is contextualized by a raw symbol of tyranny and
oppression while maintaining a low enough profile to not obfuscate the memorial.

Memorial Garden for America’s Children

The Jefferson Memorial is one of three major monuments in the vicinity of the Tidal Basin.
The Franklin D. Roosevelt Memorial designed by Lawrence Halprin provides a well-rounded
narrative of the president’s life. The Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial enshrines the
activist’s visage for the world to see. Again though, this trinity of memorials reinforces a
masculine narrative of leadership and struggle. Given the idyllic setting of the Tidal Basin,
the addition of native ecology, and current events, a new memorial to a different demographic
is necessary.
I thought of gun violence in this country, especially violence against children, and wondered
about the ramifications. A 2019 CNN investigative study found that since 2009, at least 177
schools in the United States have experienced gun violence. According to their data, these
shootings grew more violent as the decade progressed. Notably, the 2012 Sandy Hook
Elementary Massacre and the 2018 Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School Shooting were
the most violent that decade.134 Yet data from the National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children shows that in 2020, there were almost 30,000 reports of missing children and 21.7
million reports of sexual exploitation of children.135 I realized the Mall needed a memorial
garden for America’s children both past and present, those victims of violence and
exploitation, the heroes of tomorrow, our investment now, and a remedy for the world to
come.
I took inspiration from four, alternative, monumental case studies. The first is the Diana,
Princess of Wales Memorial Fountain in Hyde Park and designed by Gustafson, Porter, &
Bowman. The oblong, ovoid shape of the fountain allows for various textures and construction
typologies to change the water’s flow. While it is a memorial dedicated to a person, there is
no likeness of Diana rendered anywhere. Likewise, the Marburg Garden of Remembrance in
Germany designed by Scape memorializes Kristallnacht at the site of a former synagogue.
The forecourt is bordered with roses, a holy symbol in Jewish lore, and glass boxes imbedded
into the ground containing Hebrew prayers. Unlike other Holocaust memorials, the garden
harkened back to an earlier injustice still etched in Jewish memory. Then there is the
Grounds of Remembrance in Dublin, Ohio by PLANT Architects, a war memorial without
martial motifs. Instead, the designers created a perforated wall where visitors could deposit
prayers and messages in this placid setting. Finally, SWA created a conceptual memorial for
“10 years. 180 school shootings. 356 victims,” CNN, 2019, https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2019/07/us/ten-years-of-schoolshootings-trnd/
135 https://www.missingkids.org/footer/media/keyfacts
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the 2012 Sandy Hook Elementary Massacre in Connecticut. Instead of listing the victims’
names, the designers used winter interest plants to fix the tragedy in time.
Similarly, this memorial garden refrains from listing victims’ names. Instead, the cyclical
design becomes a symbol of life. A seat wall along the northern water pad allows people to
interact with the water like at Diana’s Fountain. A perforated seat wall in the central
gathering space allows children to leave drawings and messages inside. Herbaceous material
dominates this garden, ranging in color and texture for visual interest. The south lawn slopes
down to the waterfront and allows for children to run and play. Additionally, the garden
connects to the Lady Bird Johnson Floral Library nearby. This experience provides a respite
along a stony shoreline of memorials.
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cultural impact of the twenty-first century. Basson is an expert on historiographical and
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history and theory at OCAD University, Toronto, provided key insight into revolutionary
memory. His research focuses on 18th century architecture. Michael J. Lewis, professor of
modern architecture and American art at Williams College, and Judy Scott Feldman, chair
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perceptions. Lastly, the National Capital Planning Commission’s extensive archives made
research that much easier.
Post-conflict Landscape required the most research. The Washington Post had several
articles about current events that were filled with information. Mona Abaza, visiting
professor of Islamic studies at Lund University, provided keen insight into the Arab Spring.
Rita Harkin, a research officer for the Ulster Architectural Heritage Society, handed me
much of my research on the Irish Troubles. Edith L. B. Turner, former lecturer on
anthropology at University of Virginia, shared insight on the revolutions of the 20th century.
Kofi Boone, professor of landscape architecture and environmental planning at NC State
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transform the profession today. Of course, there was Patricia E. Gallagher, executive director
of the National Capital Planning Commission, who wrote extensively about the Mall’s future.
As for the monumental case studies, I have to credit The New York Times, Smithsonian
Magazine, PBS, and Patrizia Violi, professor of semiotics at University of Bologna.
National Park rose out of this research, but there were also links to Lebbeus Woods, former
professor of architecture at Cooper Union, and articles from The Atlantic on The Hunger
Games.
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